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Abstract
Tap changing operations of multiple transformers at a substation is a complex problem due to issues in controlling the
parallel operations of the transformers involved, differences in manufacturer’s design and inaccuracy of the measures. In
earlier work Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based tap changer controller has been developed to overcome these
difficulties and improved results have been shown for systems based on two parallel transformers. This paper aims to
improve the previously proposed ANN controller configuration to suit for multiple transformers. This new configuration
of ANN controller uses ensemble technique and illustrates the operational efficiency. In particular, it has been shown that
the ANN controller designed for two parallel transformers in this new technique will operate for multiple transformers.
This means that if additional transformers (more than two) are installed in a substation to cope up with increased load,
the ANN controller needs not to be redesigned/replaced.

Keywords: ANN, Tap-changer, Ensemble, Transformers.

1. Introduction
In power transmission and distribution system,
transformers with built-in on load tap changing
mechanism play a vital role in maintaining voltage level
by changing their tap position. In order to avoid
complete failure of supply for any fault of one line or
transformers, distribution transformers are arranged to
operate in parallel using circuit breakers. This parallel
operation of transformers has many other advantages
such as maintenance and major repair works. In this
paper, the transformers in the substation are assumed to
be operating always in parallel. With the increasing
demand of the electricity, substations are frequently
upgraded. This upgrading process usually requires the
replacement or modification of many existing control
circuits and devices to adjust with the new machinery.
Also, the adjustment needs to cope with the variations

of models due to different manufacturers. ANN based
tap changer controller was developed Islam et al. (2005)
to overcome the difficulties of existing controllers (E. T.
Jauch, 2001, Okanik et al., 1999, J. H. Harlow, 1996,
Thornley and Hiscock, 2001) in complex substation
configuration. In the related earlier works (Islam, 2006,
Islam et al., 2005) efficacy of ANN learning algorithm
to address the issues, arising in regards to tape changer
control, have been demonstrated. But, the focuses of
these works have been on systems consisting of two
transformers. This paper presents a new ANN based
tap-changer control for more complex systems,
consisting of multiple transformers. We show that the
developed approach effectively deals with the complex
tap changer operations for multiple transformers. So the
new ANN based tap controller can be used to replace
the hardware based circuits. Also the new controller
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allows the flexibility of adding transformers to meet the
increasing load demand without any replacement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly conveys the previous work. Section 3 highlights
the structure of ANN based tap changer. Section 4 then
discusses on the data used in our experiments, with the
next section (Section 5) presenting the experimental
results and discussion. Section 6 highlights the model
selection and some implications of using tap controller
with increased number of transformers. Section 7
contains recommended changes in initial design of tap
controller. Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Previous Relevant Work
ANN has been used in applications of various domains
including industrial operation (Saha et al., 1998),
manufacturing (Kamruzzaman et al., 2006) healthcare
(Begg and Kamruzzaman, 2003), and finance
(Kamruzzaman and Sarker, 2003). The use of ANN in
tap changer control was initiated by a research
undertaken by the first author (Islam, 2006). Structural
design which is known as the architecture of an ANN
consists of neurons at the input layer, hidden layer and
output layers with interconnections between the neurons
in the different layers. Fig. 1 shows an artificial neural
network for seven input variables, four hidden and
single output neurons.

Output Layer

Hidden Layer

Input Layer

Interconnections

Fig. 1: An Artificial Neural Network for seven input
variables, four hidden and one output neurons

Interconnections own weights that manipulate the data
in the calculation from input through hidden units to
output. The learning process for updating the weights of
the interconnections for particular application is
performed by learning algorithm.
A set of existing ANN learning algorithms like
Bayesian Regularization back propagation (BRBP)
(Foresee and Hagan, 1997) , Scaled Conjugate Gradient
(SCG) (Moller, 1993), and Cascade-correlation (CC)
(Fahlman and C. Lebiere, 1990) learning algorithms
were chosen due to their recognized good performance
in wide range of applications (Bishop, 1995a).
Among these algorithms in back propagation the
weights and biases are adjusted by negative of the
gradient descends to minimize performance function.
SCG uses some variation techniques such as conjugate
gradient. The cascade correlation algorithm, during
training process, adds hidden unit one at a time and tries
to minimize residual error and maximize the correlation
between the new unit's output and the residual error
signal of the network.
Input variables were selected based on well understood
factors influencing the tap changer control (Beckwith
Electric Co, 1999, Harlow, 1996). These were the power
system measuring components such as voltage level,
reactive powers, real power, power factor, circulating
current and the status of circuit breakers involved in
transformers’ parallel operation (Islam et al., 2004a).
Real world data was obtained from an Australian
electric supply company. The measurements were
recorded under normal operating conditions. Some of
the data, that were hardly available from the power
supply company, were mathematically derived from the
power network parameters supplied by the company
(Islam et al., 2004a, Islam et al., 2003).
In regards to performance this paper identifies the best
performance of model on the basis of the highest
number of recognition or minimum number of
misrecognition (False response) where MSE and STD
exhibit reasonable lower values from test data. So, out
of multiple trials, the best performance for ANN trained
by the BRBP was 98.41% correct recognition, while
that for ANN trained using SCG was 98.3% correct
recognition (Islam et al., 2004a). Both of these results
were achieved for ANN architecture with 4 hidden
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units. For ANN trained using cascade-correlation
algorithm, the best performance was 98.9% correct
recognition (Islam et al., 2004b).
During training CC algorithm builds network
architecture from smallest (one hidden unit) to a
required size as well as updates the weights to provide
correct outputs. It is found that the best performing
ANN, trained using CC algorithm, created architecture
consisting 4 hidden units and it did not converge (i.e.
fails to improve the correlation scores) at less than that
number of hidden units.

can be implemented in two ways. It can be implemented
in hardware or as a software program.
Algorithms are used to train the ANN model i.e.
architecture and weights of the interconnections.
Performance of the algorithms is measured how far they
could update the weights of the architecture to provide
the correct outputs of the unseen input data. Once it is
finalized the model (i.e., weights, biases, nodes and
other parameters) can be embedded as chips or used as
software in the computer.

Since the distribution transformers in power system play
a vital role in voltage regulation and system stability, it
is always necessary to have better performance in tap
changing operation. With this view, modification of
cascade-correlated learning algorithm was proposed in
(Islam et al., 2005, Islam, 2006) where learning took
places by minimizing an objective function that
minimizes the squared error at the output, smoothes the
weights and maximizes the correlation co-efficient
between new unit's output and the residual error signal.
ANN, trained using this new algorithm, improved the
best performance to 0% misrecognition (100% correct
recognition) with the achievement of architecture size of
2 hidden units, less than the previously existing
algorithms (Islam, 2006).
All these stated experiments and developments were
carried out concentrating on two parallel transformers
only and avoided the complicacy in training ANN when
multiple transformers are considered. In this
contribution, we propose an extension to these previous
developments and focus on the situations when more
than two transformers are added in the substation.
3. Proposed ANN Based Transformer Tap
Changer Control
A single line diagram of four transformers, operating in
parallel and using the proposed ANN based tap
controller, is shown in Fig. 2. The ANN based tap
controllers receive signals from the power system and
decide about the tap raise, tap lower and tap hold. The
decision is then conveyed to the tap changing
mechanism using a relay for execution of the tap
changer operations. The proposed ANN based controller

Fig. 2: Single line diagram of four transformers in substation
with ANN based tap changing controller

For implementation in a hardware system neural
network needs the support of inter processing
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communication and memory devices along with the
function of individual processing elements. In this
perspective a Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI)
Processor with input/output device, Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory (EPROM), that
contains executable instructions and an operating
system on a single board can be used to implement an
ANN module. Fig. 3 shows the schematic diagram of
such a microprocessor control ANN device.

Analogue
to Digital
Converter

Input Port

Digital to
Analogue
Converter

Output Port

EPROM

Multiplexer
Multiplexer

Microprocessor
Unit

Analogue
Transducer
Analogue
Control

Memory

ROM Operating
System

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of on-line chip for ANN
tap changer controller
Input signals obtained from the power system through
analogue transducer can be collected onto a single highspeed line using a multiplexer and fed into the analogue
to a digital converter. The digital information from the
analogue digital converter is then fed into the
microprocessor through the input port. The operating
software program controls the activation of the ports to
intake signals, runs the neural network module, and
delivers the microprocessor’s results. The analogue
control signal is obtained at the output in the reverse
manner of the input signal and finally conveyed to the
tap changer operating mechanism. In this method of
implementation any new advances in ANN simulation
algorithm can be implemented by erasing and
reprogramming the EPROM. Alternately, a configured
ANN architecture, the computed weights and node
transfer function can be directly implemented in a VLSI
chip with built in microprocessor units. This type of
control can only be used for fixed functionality that that
means the implemented, weights and node’s function on
chip cannot be changed which needs replacement if an
upgrading is required in the system.
More detail about implementation of the ANN model
into hardware and software uses are beyond the scope of

this paper. This paper mainly deal with the development
of configuring the ANN model (architecture and
weights determination) to provide better results .i.e.
accurate outputs for unseen test data and technical
analysis to support the improvement occurred.
In power systems, a centralized control system termed
as SCADA (Mavrin et al., 1999) is used for control and
data acquisition. The system allows the ease of using
software based system through a set of application
servers. This proposed design of control system can also
be used in SCADA system as software based
implementation in its server. But, huge number of
distribution transformers tap changer is controlled
locally for voltage regulation in distribution substations.
So, we propose a design change in the tap changer
control system that uses hardware based ANN
implementation at the local substations.
Naturally, if ANN based tap controller is implemented
as hardware, then the replacement will add some cost.
The more the numbers of substations need to be
upgraded, the more the cost will be added. However, if
careful steps are taken into consideration during the
initial implementation design, replacement of the
hardware implemented ANN based controller can be
avoided even when the number of transformers is
increased. This is where the key contribution of this
work comes in. We investigate an ANN based tap
changer control system, that even if being trained on
two transformers, can readily be used for three or even
more transformers.
4.

Data

The power network, transformer details, and load data
variations supplied by Australian Electric Supply
Company are used for this experiment with the number
of operating transformers being up to four in parallel.
Each of the 150 MVA transformers has 10 tap positions
and is capable of 17.55% voltage variation at a step of
4.29kV. The transformer percentage variation is from
14.9% to 22.7%. Although transformers are loaded
lightly (below their capacity), the maximum load of 300
MVA per transformer is considered in data generation.
Data consists of numerical values of voltage level,
circuit breaker status, real power and reactive power of
the individual transformers, as well as, total real power
and reactive power of the transformers operating in
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parallel and the circulating currents when the tap
position differs between transformers. Numerical values
of these variables at a particular moment are grouped to
form a vector ‘x’. Data set is formed by a set of vector
‘x’ in such a way that it covers all possible variations of
the voltage levels, circulating currents for tap position
differences, real and reactive power variations, and
circuit breaker status.
Three such data sets are produced considering parallel
operations of two transformers, three transformers and
four transformers. They are named as DM2Tx, DM3Tx,
and DM4Tx respectively. Each of the data set has three
types of data for three operations of transformer tap: tap
raise, tap hold and tap lower. In the produced data sets,
each of these types is associated with a target vector as
follows.
t1= [-1, 1, 1]
t2= [1, 1, -1]
t3= [1, -1, 1]

tap raise
tap lower
tap hold

Each of the data sets (DM2Tx, DM3Tx, and DM4Tx) is
divided into two subsets: one for training and another
for testing. Stratified sampling (Arvo, 1995, Stehman,
1996) is used to generate the training and test subsets
from the types of raise, lower and hold.
5. Experiments, Results and Discussion
ANN classification process is applied on the produced
data. In this target association, the output of the ANN
has three neurons. For a particular tap operation, the
value of a neuron will be ‘-1’, while the other neurons’
values will be ‘1’ (i.e., values corresponding to the
target vectors assigned in the dataset). The neuron with
the value of ‘-1’ will guide the tap changing operations.
For instance, if a test data, presented to the trained
ANN, triggers the first output neuron value to be ‘-1’
(or close to ‘-1’), a signal is transmitted to a certain
relay that operates the tap changing mechanism for
raising the position. Similarly, if third output neuron
has the value of ‘-1’ (or close to ‘-1’), signal is
transmitted to another relay that operates the mechanism
to lower the tap position. In the same way, if the second
neuron, has the value of ‘-1’ (or close to ‘-1’), it will
guide the relay that locks the circuit to keep tap in the
same position.
During training, the ANN connection weights are setup
in such a way that the respective type of data provides

the ‘-1’ (or close to ‘-1’) value to the relevant neuron.
Three models are built up from training the three data
sets (representing the different number of transformers
in operations). Modified Cascade Correlation algorithm
(MCC), developed particularly for the tap changer
control (Islam et al., 2004b, Islam, 2006), is used to
train the models. Since the algorithm is an efficient
trainer of the ANN model for tap changer control, 15%
of the data are used for training and the rest are used for
testing.
Requirement of training data is completely solutiondependent. The most important point of selecting
training data in this project is that the sample of the
training data set should cover operations of the tap
changer within the entire tap position range to maintain
the correct voltage level. This has been ensured in
selecting the 15% of the training data set. So, more than
those 15% were not necessary and were not taken to
maintain minimum training time.
For each of the transformer settings, thirty trials are
performed to produce a series of 30 trained ANNs. The
produced models are labeled as follows.
•

M2Tx represents the series of models trained with
DM2Tx (two transformers in operation).

•

M3Tx represents the series of models trained with
DM3Txt (three transformers in operation).

•

M4Tx represents the series of models trained with
DM4Tx (four transformers in operation).

MCC algorithm, automatically determines the number
of hidden units and architecture of the ANN during
training. Table 1 shows the numbers of hidden units at
ANN learning convergence for the 30 trials in our
experiments.
Table 1: The numbers of hidden units (HU) at ANN
training convergence for the 30 trials
Model
series
M2Tx
M3Tx
M4Tx

HU2

HU3

HU4

HU5

HU6

HU7

22
19
11

3
2
5

1
2
1

1
1
3

1
1
3

2
5
7

Among the models created by MCC algorithm with less
than seven hidden units in 30 runs met the set criteria
based on the objective function and ended the training.
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So, they are eensured as weell trained. Thee models creaated
with seven hiidden units could not meet the
t set criteriaa of
objective fuunctions and the trainingg process was
w
terminated because
b
of reaching
r
the highest epooch
number. So, tthey are not considered
c
well trained and do
not bear any iinterest.
Smaller ANN
N architecturre has been shown to offfer
better generaalization capab
bility by prevvious researchhers
(R. Reed, 1993) in variouus areas. Smaaller architectuure
means less nnumber of hid
dden units sinnce hidden unnits
determine the size of thee architecture in this projeect.
MCC algorith
thm, automatiically determiines the numbber
of hidden units and hencee the architectture of the AN
NN
during traininng.
It is observedd that maximuum number off the ANN triials
have converrged with tw
wo hidden unnits for all the
transformer settings It iss further observed that the
number of trials
t
convergging with tw
wo hidden unnits
(HU2) decrrease with the increaseed number of
transformers. In the prrevious work (Islam, 20006),
which was caarried out for two
t transform
mers, the existing
CC algorithm
m fails to conv
verge below four
f
hidden unnits
and also the other algorithhms mentioned above, couuld
not train welll the ANN architecture
a
w four hiddden
with
units to provvide better perrformance. . In
I this regards it
can be statedd that the exissting MCC alggorithm is bettter
trainer of ANN
A
based transformerss’ tap changer
controller.

66.1 Options M2Tx,
M
M3Tx or
o M4Tx as peer
n
number of traansformers
Am
mong the different
d
trainned ANN models,
m
it iss
im
mportant to sellect an ANN model
m
for practical use. Forr
thiis, it is necesssary to verify the performaance capabilityy
off the models. The
T false resp
ponse rate verssus the trainedd
AN
NNs sorted inn ascending orrder of false reesponse rate iss
shhown in Fig. 4.

Figg. 4: The false response rate versus
v
the ANN
N trials in
asccending order of
o false response rates

It has been obsserved that th
he training allgorithm buildd
ninne models in M3Tx seriess that providee zero percennt
fallse responses (i.e. 100% coorrect responsse) on the test
daata. Each of thhe other Modeel series (M2T
Tx and M4Tx))
haas six models with
w zero perccent false respponses.

6. Selection ANN Model for Applicattion
A trained ANN has an inherennt property of
generalizationn by which it can estimaate new unseeen
inputs and produce outpuut accurately (Bishop, 1995b,
Zhang et al., 2003). Also, this
t inherent property
p
of AN
NN
generally gooverns its peerformance capabilities.
c
T
The
different erroor statistics on
o test data, provide a goood
indication oof ANN’s generalizationn as well as
performance capabilities.
As the smalleer ANN modeels exhibit bettter performances
(R. Reed, 1993) this paaper will connsider the AN
NN
uent
models with two hidden units in all the subsequ
evaluations aand uses thrree criteria inn analysing the
performancess of the modeels. These aree false respon
nse
rates, mean squared error (MSE)
(
and staandard deviation
(STD).

Figg. 5: Mean squuare errors versu
us trained ANN
Ns in ascending
g
ordder of false resp
ponses

M
MSE shows how
w close the AN
NNs predictedd values are too
thee desired targ
get values. If MSE is smaall for the test
daata, the ANNss are assumedd to have goodd performancee
caapability. Fig. 5 shows the Mean
M
Squaredd Error (MSE))
veersus the trainned ANNs soorted in ascennding order of
fallse response rate.
r
It showss that the MSE varies evenn
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A
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controlleer for tap cha
anging operatiion of multiplee transformerss
when the traained modelss possess zerro percent faalse
responses on test data.
Standard deviation shows how
h the estim
mated values vary
from their mean. So, models withh low standard
deviation aree expected too increase thee probability of
correct recognition of the
t
new sim
milar data. The
T
standard deviiations of the ANN
A
models are given in Fig.
F
6. It shows thhat the STD varies even w
when the moddels
acquire zero ppercent false responses.
r
In Fig. 4 and Figg. 5
it can be obbserved that although
a
som
me of the AN
NNs
produce exacctly the same number
n
of falsse response raates
in different trrials, they difffer in MSE annd STD. Thus it
is important to considerr all the threee measures in
selecting ANN
N model amoong the trials.

A
convergged to local m
minima variess
Quuality of the ANN
according to thhe depth of thhe local minim
ma relative too
nima. In the experiments, however, thee
thee global min
beest, average annd worst perfforming ANN
N models weree
sellected consid
dering all thee three measuures. Table 2
preesents the faalse response rates for thhe transformerr
neetworks. Fig.. 7 and Fig. 8 show the ccorrespondingg
M
MSE and STD values
v
respecttively.
Table 2: False responses of best average andd worst ANN
m
models
with tw
wo hidden units in the three moodel series
M
Model
series
M2Tx
M
M
M3Tx
M
M4Tx

Percentage off
data
Best
0.0
0.0
0.0

false responsees for test
Average
0.13
0.04
0.04

Worst
0.52
0.30
0.27

Ass per the resullts in Table 2,, the false respponses remainn
eqqual for the beest performing
g models irresspective of thee
nuumber of trannsformers. Buut for averagge and worst
peerforming moodels, false reesponses reduuce for moree
thaan two transfo
ormers.

Fig. 6: Standarrd deviation veersus trained ANNs
A
in ascendding
order of false responses
r

A number off models in M3Tx
M
series offer same noonzero false ressponse rate, which
w
is closee to the averaage
value among the trials. Buut they differ in
i both the MSE
M
and STD vaalues. Overalll, it is obserrved that AN
NNs
rarely achievve identical performance among the all
trials. This is due to the dependency
d
onn initial weigh
hts,
f
AN
NN training uses
u
local minimaa and other factors.
gradient desscent techniq
que to minim
mize the errror
between outpput and targetss. The surface of this error has
h
numerous miinima’s. The one has the lowest valuee is
called global minima which is the goaal of the training
process to reaach. Others arre called local minima. Chooice
of initial weiight may happ
pen to be thee neighbour of
o a
local minimaa and the trraining proceess may dicttate
towards that local minima and convergee at that pointt or
its vicinity. T
That is the reaason ANN alggorithms are run
r
several times to find the onne which term
minated nearestt to
the global m
minima to acquire
a
the quality
q
solution.

Figg. 7: Mean Squ
uared Error (MSE) of best aveerage and worsst
AN
NN models withh two hidden unnits in the threee model series

Figg. 8: Standard deviation (STD
D) of best aveerage and worsst
AN
NN models withh two hidden unnits in the threee model series
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TD in Fig. 8 show simiilar
MSE in Figg. 7 and ST
variations as false responsses. Both the MSE and ST
TD
her,
values reducee for more than two transfformers. Furth
the MSE andd STD for bo
oth the M3Txx and M4Tx are
close, indicatting that theirr performancee capabilities are
approximately equal.
odel
Generally inn ANN baseed applicatioons, the mo
achieving neear to averaage performaance is chossen.
Reason behinnd this phenom
menon is, the best performing
model is oft
ften assumed to have less generalization
capability than the averaage model. However,
H
in this
t
experiment, 15%
1
of the tootal data are used
u
for training
the models annd remaining 85% are useed for testing the
models. So, tthe models shhowing smalll false respon
nses
imply that thhey recognizee accurately large
l
number of
unseen test data (for the relevannt number of
transformers)). Thus, the best perform
ming models are
capacity in this
considered too have high generalization
g
t
experiment aand are choseen from the model
m
series for
implementation.

Figg. 9 and Fig.
F
10 shows the MS
SE and STD
D
resspectively. Experimental
E
results shoow that thee
coontinued use of
o M2Tx model, for a substtation upgradee
froom two to more
m
than tw
wo transformeers, results inn
inccrease of falsee responses. MSE
M and STD
D also increasee,
as observed in Fig.
F 9 and Figg. 10. The nexxt section willl
shhow an improvvement to this model.

Figg. 9: Mean squuare error of mo
odel M2Tx when transformerss
aree increased

6.2 Implicatioons Using M22TX Model wiith
increased Nu
umber of Tran
nsformers
In the previoously discusseed control sysstem, the mo
odel
M2Tx is usedd when two trransformers arre operating in a
substation. F
For a substatioon upgrade (to three or four
fo
transformers)), ANN requuires to be reetrained and, as
mentioned in Section 3, thiis imposes addditional costs..
To explain tthe issue furtther, this secction shows the
consequencess of using the
t
same M2Tx model for
increased nuumber of traansformers. In other worrds,
Model M2Txx are presenteed the test daata DM3Tx (for
(
three transforrmers) and DM
M4Tx (for fouur transformerrs),
and the respoonse of M2Tx are placed intto Table 3.
Table 3: Perceentage of false responses
r
by model
m
M2Tx wh
hen
transformerrs are increasedd
Number off
transformerss
operating inn
Parallel

2
3
4

P
Percent
of false responses
by model M2Tx
M
Best

Averagee

Worstt

0.0
0.06
0.07

0.13
0.56
0.92

0.52
1.99
2.44

Figg. 10: Standard deviation of model
m
M2Tx whhen transformerss
aree increased

7. Ensemble Model
M
in Initiial Design to Fit More
Trransformers in
i Future
Thhis section prooposes an ensemble of ANN
Ns, trained onn
using two transformers only (M2Tx modeel), that showss
peerformance im
mprovement ev
ven when thee substation iss
uppgraded from two to three or four transfformers. It hass
beeen observed that
t estimation
n of same dataa at the outpuut
byy different AN
NN models is not
n identical. This is due too
thee fact that onee model may set output verry close to thee
tarrget value, wh
hereas anotheer model may set output farr
to the target value. For another
a
data point, thesee
chharacteristics may vary considerablyy. In thesee
sittuations, enseemble techniqque may perfo
form well andd
thiis section inveestigates the effectiveness
e
o ensemble of
of
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ANN. ANN ensemble is formed by combining two or
more different trial outcomes (models) as in Fig. 11.

Cauchy’s inequality, as shown in Equation (3), the
averaging process guarantees not to increase the error.
2

n
⎛ n ⎞
⎜ ∑ ei ⎟ ≤ n∑ ei2
i
⎝ i ⎠

ANN1

I
N
P
U
T
S

Hence, the ensemble error is less or qual than the
average error in members as in Equation 4.
Ee ≤ Eavg
(4)

O
U
T
P
U
T
S

ANN2

...

In this experiment, the ensemble based control model is
formed by the best and average models as members and
the above averaging process is applied.

ANNn

Fig. 11 An ensemble of n numbers of trained ANNs

The effectiveness of the formed ensembles depends on
how these models are chosen ((Ed.), 1999). In reference
to the Fig. 11, which shows an ensemble of n numbers
of trained ANNs, let the output (ye) of the ensemble is
taken as the average of the ANN members’ outputs as
expressed in (1).

1 n
y e (x ) = ∑ y i (x )
n i

(1)

where n represents the number of trained ANNs,
yi(x) is the output of ith trained ANNs where i=1,
2,…, n. In that case, error due to ensemble is
given as
2
⎡⎛ 1 n
⎞ ⎤
E e = ε ⎢⎜ ∑ y i (x ) − t ⎟ ⎥
⎠ ⎥⎦
⎢⎣⎝ n i
⎡⎛ 1 n ⎞ 2 ⎤
= ε ⎢⎜ ∑ ei ⎟ ⎥
⎢⎣⎝ n i ⎠ ⎥⎦
2
1 ⎡⎛ n ⎞ ⎤
= ε ⎢⎜ ∑ ei ⎟ ⎥
n ⎢⎣⎝ i ⎠ ⎥⎦
1
= E avg
n

(3)

Results for test data sets DM3Tx (three transformers in
parallel) and DM4Tx (four transformers in parallel), as
well as DM2Tx (two transformers in parallel), are
shown in Table 4. The first two columns show the
performance for best (member 1) and average model
(member 2), while the last column shows the outcome
for ensemble.
Table 4: Percentage of false responses by Ensemble model
(M2Tx) when number transformers are increased
Number of
transformers
operating in
Parallel
2
3
4

Percent of false responses
Ensemble
member 1
(M2Tx)
0.0
0.06
0.07

Ensemble
member 2
(M2Tx)
0.13
0.56
0.92

Ensemble
Model
(M2Tx)
0
0
0

The results show that the ensemble improves
performance by the reduction of false responses even
with the increase of number of transformers. Thus, the
same model (originally designed for two transformers)
can be used for three or four transformers and allow
easy upgrade of the substation.
8. Conclusions

(2)

where ε [.] denotes the expectation and Eavg is the
average error of the ANN members. Equation (2)
explains that the sum of square error of the ensemble
ANNs is reduced by n when the output is determined by
averaging the output of member ANNs. As per the

In this paper, the performances of ANN models trained
by existing famous algorithms and newly developed
Modified Cascade Correlation algorithm for two to four
numbers of transformers in parallel operation have been
investigated. The paper also studied the limitations of
parallel operation when transformers are increased to
upgrade substation to take more loads but the tap
changing controllers remained unchanged. The paper
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has developed an ensemble scheme and shows that the
ANN based controller, configured following this
scheme for two parallel transformers, will be suitable
for multiple transformers in parallel operation. This
means that installation of new transformers in
substations, to meet increasing load demand in future, is
possible without replacing the ANN based tap
controller.

15.
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